
Using GoToWebinar

Two Options for Audio: 
1. Use your computer’s speakers 
2. Call in by phone using the call-in number and 
access code in the Audio section of the control box. 

Questions: Use the “send question” option in the 
chat panel to ask questions throughout the 
presentation.

Ask for help! Use the questions box to let us know 
if you have technical difficulties. You can also raise 
your hand for help.

All participants are muted by default. 

If you haven’t downloaded the handout, 
it’s available here. 

This is your dashboard. 
Use the arrows in the grey bars to see your options. 

USING GOTO WEBINAR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone to Session 6. (introduce self as moderator) We know you had various options for how to spend your time this session, and we're glad you decided to join our discussion of Open Source Tools for Water Quality Data Discovery and Analysis.Before we introduce our panelists, I wanted to go over a few housekeeping items, beyond what you see on the slide here. First, if you are having any technical issues, now or during the presentations, please use the chat function to reach out to Amy Reed of ELI, who is an organizer here to help us field logistical questions and tackle any unexpected tech problems.We're going to provide a few minutes between presenters for discussion and questions, and we'll also try to reserve a bit of time at the end to address remaining questions, or if you have a question for multiple presenters to answer.We will offer two ways to ask questions: you can either put your question in the Questions box on the GoToWebinar dashboard pane, or you can raise your hand during that designated questions time, and Amy will unmute you to allow you to ask your question out loud. We'll use that same hand-raising system during a discussion period that will follow Cristina's presentation -- and that's also a time to look out for a poll to pop up on your screen.This session, like many others this week, is being recorded, so you'll have access to it through ELI for two weeks after the workshop.



Open Source Tools 
for Automating 

Water Quality Data 
Discovery and 

Analysis
Cristina Mullin, PhD (ORISE Fellow); Jake Greif 
(ORISE Fellow); Shelly Thawley; Monique Dulac

Water Data Integration Branch

US EPA Office of Water



Background

Open-source solutions are increasing in 
use

Numerous examples of automated work 
flows now exist

Review of existing approaches

Look for ways to better assist with data 
access and manipulation



What can we do to add value? 

Hub for stakeholder 
community

Develop assessment 
tools that serve a 

broad range of 
stakeholder needs



Automation of water quality analysis 
processes

Improves work efficiency

Improves accuracy

Reproduceability



Water Quality 
Assessment Process

One size does not fit all

Focus on common methods

Provide user flexibility



TADA Vision

R Package
◦ Series of functions to assist common assessment 

methods
◦ Maximize user configuration

User Interface
◦ rShiny (with EPA Geoplatform for mapping)
◦ Assist with input generation
◦ Assist with workflow



Data Discovery and Analysis Tools

https://www.epa.gov/waterdata/water-quality-portal-data-discovery-tool https://github.com/USEPA/Water-Quality-Data-Analysis-Tool.git



Up Next…

Common Methods (R Package) – Cristina 
Mullin

TADA GeoViewer (GUI) – Monique Dulac

R Development Plan – Jake Greif



Federal Clean Water Act Assessment 
Process

•Section 305(b): Entities monitor, assess and report on the quality of their waters relative to 
designated uses established in accordance with Water Quality Standards
• EPA WQP/WQX (Water Quality Portal/Water Quality eXchange)
• EPA ATTAINS (The Assessment, Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Tracking and Implementation System)
• EPA Criteria Search Tool

•Section 303(d): EPA is authorized to assist Entities with 303(d) programs in listing impaired waters
• EPA ATTAINS

Goal: To help entities perform assessments more efficiently!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This assessment process applies to many entities with water quality standards (even if the CWA does not).



Data System Compatibility: Crosswalks
WQP, ATTAINS, and Criteria Search Tools
Benefits:
◦ Enhances automation capabilities of TADA
◦ Encourages greater use of EPA resources as a whole
◦ Reduces redundancies

Challenges:
◦ One to many relationships
◦ These tools are dynamic and require regular updates
◦ Use designations are inconsistent across the Criteria Search Tool and ATTAINS
◦ Limited number of entities can take advantage of these crosswalks



Requirements 
Gathering

•Systematic review of assessment methodologies

•Community driven requirements - TADA working 
group (41 participants – not including WDIB 
folks)
• 12 total EPA and USGS staff (HQ)
• Staff from EPA regions 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8
• State(s) from all regions except region 3
• Tribe(s) from regions 1, 6 and 8

•Supplemental 1-on-1 calls with other 
stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This effort also requires crowd sourcing and connecting with others from around the country. It has, by necessity, created a community to share information and ideas regarding assessment commonalities and strategies for automation. The more participants involved in development, the more these tools can evolve to assess and display data in more powerful ways. Soon we will be supporting, retaining, and marketing a GitHub repository to host a collaborative community dedicated to this effort where working group participants can discover, share and build projects. Increased communication about assessment processes & methodologies may improve collaboration, consistency, and knowledge across EPA regions, states, tribal nations, and other stakeholders, and better enable science-based water resource decisionsServe as a hub for an expanding, open-source water quality data analysis community that provides guidance, use cases, developed examples & technical supportCollaborative Approach to Requirements GatheringIn the process of reviewing publicly available documentation of assessment and listing methodologiesUnderstanding the universe of listing and assessment methodologies across states and tribes and which methodologies are most common, what we all do, what is different - Develop a list of assessment and listing methodologies used by states and tribes – a list of statistical functions and necessary inputs - we are gathering statistical functions and variations in methodologiesFor example, some states may assess their standards against a 7-day average for a given parameter, while another state or tribe assesses they’re against a 30-day rolling average. Some may use hardness dependent criteria for metals analysis while others do not.  For example, some states may assess their standards against a 7-day average for a given parameter, while another state or tribe assesses they’re against a 30-day rolling average. Some may use hardness dependent criteria for metals analysis while others do not.  Understanding this variation is critical for the success of this project and a major focus for our requirements gathering. The tool will prioritize including methodologies commonly used to assess each parameter group. TTwo-pronged approach to requirements gatheringReview of available data systems and literatureWhat can we pull in from WQP, ATTAINS, OST’s criteria search tool, or other potential data sources to help automate the assessment process?At least one state and tribal assessment methodology report from each EPA region



Scope of TADA
•WQP data

•Sampling station or assessment unit spatial scale (or both with additional spatial aggregation 
requirements needed)

•Assessment units are matched with designated uses

•Criteria/standards and methodologies are assigned to a paired parameter and use

•Analysis results and assessment determinations (ATTAINS compatible)



ANALYSIS
R package

FEEDBACK
Information, new 

requirements, expertise, 
and user feedback

INPUTS
WQP Monitoring Data

Data Cleaning & Preparation Logic
Assessment Units
Designated Uses

Criteria/Standards & Methodologies
Previous Decisions & Human Review

Impairment/Attainment Logic

R Shiny 
Input File 

Generators

INPUTS & OUTPUTS

OUTPUT TABLES
A) Parameter and Designated Use (duration and magnitude criteria)

B) Parameter and Designated Use (frequency criteria, PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)
C) Designated Use (USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Overall Assessment Unit Determinations (supporting or not)



TADA Inputs
•WQP monitoring data

• Single sample data (not high frequency continuous)
• Sample media water (not biological, air, sediment, etc.)
• Assessment period (e.g., typically 3-5 years) 
• Data cleaning and preprocessing 

• Quality control checks, unit conversations, synonym groupings, parameter groupings for multi-part assessments, etc.

•Sampling station or assessment unit spatial scale (or both with additional spatial aggregation 
requirements needed)
• WQP monitoring stations are matched with assessment units
• Options to assign site specific criteria if needed

•Assessment units and stations are matched with designated uses

Increased data system 
inoperability (EPA’s 

WQP/WQX, ATTAINS, and 
OST’s Criteria Search 

Tool)

INPUTS
WQP Monitoring Data

Data Cleaning & Preparation Logic
Assessment Units
Designated Uses

Criteria/Standards & Methodologies
Previous Decisions & Human Review

Impairment/Attainment Logic



TADA Inputs

Criteria/standards and 
methodologies are 

assigned to a paired 
parameter and use

Common methodologies 
are supported as opposed 

to specific parameters

INPUTS
WQP Monitoring Data

Data Cleaning & Preparation Logic
Assessment Units
Designated Uses

Criteria/Standards & Methodologies
Previous Decisions & Human Review

Impairment/Attainment Logic



Priority 
Methodologies

•Magnitude, duration (temporal aggregation)

• n-day mean, n-day mean maximum or mean minimum, n-hour 
mean, geometric mean, arithmetic mean, n-day rolling average

•Frequency criteria (e.g., 10% rule, 1-in-3 years rule applied 
using binomial test or percentile)

•Custom input equations needed to calculate criteria (e.g., for 
ammonia and certain metals)

•Address non-detects

•Minimum sample size

•Aggregate depth profile data

•Acute vs chronic

•Seasonality

INPUTS
WQP Monitoring Data

Data Cleaning & Preparation Logic
Assessment Units
Designated Uses

Criteria/Standards & Methodologies
Previous Decisions & Human Review

Impairment/Attainment Logic



TADA Outputs: 
Assessment 
determinations
•ATTAINS compatible tables

A. Parameter and use
◦ Meeting/not meeting magnitude & duration criteria

B. Parameter and use
◦ Meeting/not meeting frequency criteria

C. Overall designated use
◦ Supported or not supported

ANALYSIS
R package

INPUTS
WQP Monitoring Data

Data Cleaning & Preparation Logic
Assessment Units
Designated Uses

Criteria/Standards & Methodologies
Previous Decisions & Human Review

Impairment/Attainment Logic

OUTPUT TABLES
A) Parameter and Designated Use (duration and magnitude criteria)

B) Parameter and Designated Use (frequency criteria, PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)
C) Designated Use (USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Overall Assessment Unit Determinations (supporting or not)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y= meeting criteria; 
N=not meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit Y

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit Y

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

pH and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y= meeting criteria; 
N=not meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range N

pH AQU 5 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range N

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

Conceptual 
Example

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

pH and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

pH AQU 5 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

OUTPUTS
Assessment Determinations

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Exception (y=not 
meeting criteria; 

N=meeting criteria)

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=meeting criteria; 
N=not meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit Y

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Parameter 2 & 
Use 1

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

OUTPUTS
Assessment Determinations

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=meeting criteria; 
N=not meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day Min 6-8 Range N

pH AQU 5 30-day Min 6-8 Range N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Parameter 2 & 
Use 1

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

pH AQU 5 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

OUTPUTS
Assessment Determinations

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-
criteria PARAM_ATTAINMENT

_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 
years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Parameter 2 & 
Use 1

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

pH AQU 5 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

OUTPUTS
Assessment Determinations

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Characteristic Use

Freq-result (# or % 
not meeting 

magnitude and 
duration criteria)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

DO and AQU

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

DO AQU 5 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

DO AQU 7 mg/L 7-day 
average 3 mg/L LowerLimit N

Characteristic Use
Freq-result (# or % 

exceptions over 
assessment period)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

DO AQU 0 1 in 3 years Meeting criteria Meeting criteria

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Station or AU Analysis for Use 
(USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE)

Parameter 2 & 
Use 1

1 row of the 
DefineCriteriaAndMethods

file

Joined data frame with WQP 
results, station/AU, and use data

Characteristic Use
Duration-

Result 
Value

Duration-
Criteria

Magnitude
-Criteria 

Value

Magnitude-
Criteria 
Context

Y=not meeting 
criteria; N=meeting 

criteria

pH AQU 3 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

pH AQU 5 30-day 
Min 6-8 Range Y

Characteristic Use
Freq-result (# or % 

exceptions over 
assessment period)

Freq-criteria PARAM_ATTAIN
MENT_CODE ParameterStatus

pH AQU 15% 10%, 
percentile

Not meeting 
criteria Cause

Frequency analysis results will 
be available for all parameter 

and use combinations

Magnitude and 
duration analysis 

results will be 
available for all 

parameter and use 
combinations

AU or station use analysis 
results will be provided for 

all designated uses

OUTPUTS
Assessment Determinations

Magnitude and Duration 
Analysis

Frequency Analysis 
(PARAM_ATTAINMENT_CODE

A

B

C

Use USE_ATTAINMENT_CODE AU or Station

AQU Not Supporting Station

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outputs (detailed  summarized)



Summary
PROGRESS

Requirements 
gathering

Data source 
compatibility

Draft input & 
output files

Cataloging 
methodologies

Documentation 
of functionality Data retrieval

Geoplatform
station/AU 

associations

NEXT STEPS & CHALLENGES

Flexibility Common 
terminology Usability

Multi-part 
standards

Assessment 
determination 

logic

Methodologies 
prioritization

Agile 
development

Quality 
Control



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion points: Flexibility, Spatial and temporal aggregation, Assessment criteria and methodologies, Assessment determinations



TADA 
GeoViewer 
(Match Stations 
with AUs Input 
File Generator)

Requirements/Community Requests
•Manually match WQP stations with Assessment Units (AUs)

•Automatically match WQP stations with ATTAINS AUs

•Automatically match WQP stations with user uploaded AU 
layers

•Add/remove stations to/from an AU

•Exclude stations

•Group stations (e.g., with limited data)

•Review station data availability (e.g., results for each 
parameter group)

•The excel file output from the TADA GeoViewer can be 
directly used as an input file for the TADA R package



TADA GeoViewer Demo



Questions?



Why R?
•Open-source

•Powerful programming language for statistics

•Wealth of online resources

•Flexible and manageable packages 

•R Shiny- graphical user interface

•One draw back
◦ Steep learning curve for nonprogrammers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open source- free, accessible. Most of the other points in this slide are direct benefits from R being open-sourceStats language- extremely popular programming language for statisticsOnline resources- not only is there plenty of documentation on how to use R and R packages, but because its open source there's a massive online community. Stack overflow in particular is a very popular message board that any R user uses regularly to post questions or find answers to problems they run into while codingPackages- allows anyone to create their own functions; saves time by reducing amount of code needed to perform operations, particularly when your repeating operations/commandsR shiny- R has an accompanying graphical user interface, which is a webpage that makes R code/package functionality accessible to those with no familiarity or experience with R. Instead of coding, someone uses a combination of drop down menus, maps, graphs, slider bars, etc. to execute R commands, which happens behind the scenes. 



Example Assessment 
Tools Around the Country

•EPA Regions 2, 3, and 6

•Tribal Nations
• Penobscot Nation

•Tools vary in…
• Scope
• Application
• Stage of development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another reason we use R, individuals/organizations from around the country have created similar tools in R for their own needs Scope- some cover only a single part, some parts, or all of the assessment process: data retrieval/QAQC, visualization, analysis, assessment decisions Application- some are used to check data availability + QAQC, conduct specific analyses, conduct assessments, or review IRs Stage- some are well developed, others are just getting started, and some are in between. But ALL are still being improved/added to- so we're all still learning from each other and applying what we learnAsk for ones we may have missed



TADA Architecture
Workflow

Data Retrieval & 
Cleaning

User/Auxiliary 
Inputs Analysis ATTAINS Compatible 

Output

Each one is standalone

Query Builder

Criteria/Methods 
Generator

Visualizations

R Shiny Widgets

Run Analyses
AU/Site/Use
Association

Data Cleaning

Data Wrangling

Assessment 
Output

R Package

WQP Data 
Download

Run Analyses
Generate Input 

Files

Generate 
Tables/Figures

Assessment 
Output

Data Wrangling

Data Cleaning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned all the existing tools are tailored to specific needs, which is why flexibility and accessibility of TADA is essential to the success of the toolBiggest challenge is making it flexible enough to handle a wide range of needs, but make it simple enough to useAs Shelly discussed at the beginning of the session, we’re addressing these challenges by developing an R package for R-users, and a more generally accessible Shiny app for non-R usersGeneral overviewRetrieval/cleaning- first step to get data ready for analysis, but specifically to prepare data for the rest of the package too. This module will use R packages developed by other federal agencies like dataRetrieval, a great USGS package to access USGS/EPA water data, and NADA2, a package that applies methods to environmental censored, or nondetect, data.  It also leverages WQX quality control service that are in development as well. These services will prompt users to perform some QC checks while uploading data to WQX. Checks include flagging outliers, incorrect coordinates, and proper characteristic (or parameter)-unit combinationsUser inputs/Pre-processing- Cristina touched on this when discussing the TADA inputs. This is where the flexibility is really happening; users provide all of the information that's unique to their assessment, including WQ standards, methods of analysis, scale of assessment, and so on.Analysis- speaks for itself but complicated by the variety of and difference between analysis methodologies. To start, in our first iteration of this tool, we'll focus on straightforward analyses for standard WQ parameters (pH, DO, temp, etc.). Analyses include threshold exceedances, percent exceedances, etc. But as we develop and grow the tool we will need to think about how to incorporate analyses for nutrients, metals, toxics, etc. Now we get into the modules that we, as a team, have spent less time on. We're using the next few working group meetings to discuss these in more detailOutput- a summary of the analysis, plus automated assessment decisions to some degree- that's a touchy subject that we know we need to be careful with, and we're currently working on figuring out what would be appropriate with our working group as well as the ATTAINS team and othersVisualizations + review will happen throughout. Users will be able to visualize the data and results to help inform their assessment decisions further.We’re focusing on the MVP- basic, foundational pieces of TADA This includes data retrieval, QC/pre-processing, basic analysis for standard parameters, ATTAINS compatible output
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Waterfall TADA development: Gather requirements & 
design tool architecture (perform research & 

stakeholder engagement)

Assemble project team, 
begin TADA 

conceptualization and 
management

TADA working 
group end date

Agile TADA development: Share modules/widgets after each step of 
development, perform usability testing, seek continuous feedback, make 

improvements, train and assist users, and maintain TADA over time

Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Apr-22 May-22 Jun-22 Jul-22 Aug-22 Sep-22

TADA Project 2-Year Development Plan

TADA working group 
start date

Host regular meetings with open-source water quality data analysis community to deploy tool

• Started with waterfall approach, moving 
to agile

• EPA-led with future contract support

• Engaging active community in code 
development and testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waterfall to agile development plan Began w/ waterfall approach, gathering info from working groupAgile development- method of development where short-term goals are set and regularly revisited. This is an iterative process that involves constant and consistent collaboration. It's extremely useful in that we can see what works and what doesn't work for our needs, and we can adjust on the fly, rather than after months of development. In house development Consistent stakeholder engagement 



Value of this work
•Increase efficiencies, save time, and reduce costs of WQ assessments

•Improve data use and data system interoperability
◦ OST’s Criteria Search Tool
◦ ATTAINS
◦ WQX

•Systematic review of and increased communication about assessment processes & 
methodologies better enable science-based water resource decisions 

•Open-source tools provide a path for collaboration across EPA regions, states, tribal nations, and 
other stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main, driving purpose behind this project is to increase efficiencies, save time and cut costs An unintended, but extremely helpful and perhaps overdue, consequence of this work is improved use and interoperability of EPA resources CST is being ushered into the next phase of the database- enhancing compatibility with other databases like ATTAINSATTAINS-WQX compatibility is being addressed and improved Zooming further away from the technical aspects of the project, the information gathering required for this project has provided an opportunity to compile assessment methodologies and sus out what’s common and what differs. The report that summarizes our findings will be beneficial beyond this tool, deepening our understanding of how assessments are done across the country and potentially informing assessment methodologies in the future Perhaps the greatest and most impactful outcome of this work is creating a community around finding open-source solutions to assessment challenges. Ultimately, this path for collaboration that we’ve established centralizes the conversation about assessment challenges and Connecting people from regions, states, and tribal nations around the country empowers each other to address their own challenges with the support and advice of others in their shoes.  



Connect with us
Mullin.Cristina@epa.gov

Greif.Jacob@epa.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re always interested in learning more about how others have gone about automating their assessment processes. If you know of any assessment tools that we don’t know of, please reach out to either myself or Cristina- we'd love to hear from you and learn about your approach to automating your assessment 
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